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T3438 Teng 3/8" Combi Socket Set 48pce

Part No: T3848
Price: £403.92 (exc VAT) | £484.70 (inc VAT)

Specifications
T3438 Teng 3/8" Combi Socket Set 48pce

Teng Tools multi-purpose 48 piece 3/8" drive set containing 6 point regular metric and AF sockets, 2
spark plug sockets, 14 combination spanners, 6 screwdrivers, 5 pliers, adjustable wrench, FRP ratchet
and accessories, 

The kit features the Teng Tools design protected steel reinforced fibre ratchet which is lighter than
conventional ones but just as strong. 45 teeth (8 degree increment) with single handed release
mechanism and flip reverse for quick and accurate use all day. Exceeds all internationally recognised
quality and torque specifications. Bi-material soft feel handle makes for very comfortable use
particularly in cold conditions.

Teng Tools sockets:

manufactured from highest quality chrome vanadium steel
individually marked for easy identification, 6 and 12 point, metric & AF, standard & deep
conform to latest DIN and ISO standards
supplied with socket clip for use with Teng Tools aluminium clip rail system
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sockets drive on the flat rather than on the corner so helping to reduce damage
supported with a wide range of accessories, adaptors, extensions, T bars, ratchets etc
big choice of bit sockets

3/8" drive accessories:
FRP ratchet, 3" & 6" extension bars, coupler adaptor, 1/2"F:3/8M adaptor

Regular 3/8" drive 6 pt sockets
mm: 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,  18, 19
AF: 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 11/16
Spark plug mm: 16, 21

Combination spanners
mm: 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19
AF: 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 11/16

Screwdrivers
3.0mm flat, 5.5mm flat, 65mm flat, PH0, PH1, PH2

Pliers
6" side cutter, 7" combination, 8" long nose, 10" waterpump, 7" curved jaw power grip

Adjustable wrench
8" phosphate finish


